
  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  A s s o c i a t i o n  o f  M a c h i n i s t s  a n d  A e r o s p a c e  W o r k e r s

 Contact
September 2017

Local 2323

iamaw2323.ca

Next Membership Meeting  
Tuesday October 3, 2017 

19:00 hrs. 
2580 Drew Road, Mississauga, ON 

Bring your union card

2017	  Toronto	  Labour	  Day	  Parade	  
Photos	  from	  the	  parade	  on	  page	  6	  &	  7.
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Sisters and Brothers,


	 Although the summer has officially ended, the heat 
remains! For everyone at Local Lodge 2323, it has been a 
very active couple of months since the last report.


	 The month of August had us busy working on our 
agenda to complete the first phase of our building 
renovations but also working diligently to get the new Shop 
Steward Education training up and running. We also 
planned and ran our yearly Membership BBQ.  The rain did 
its best to stop our progress, but was unsuccessful in 
dampening our spirits. The turnout was better then previous 
years regardless and according to feedback, it was 
thoroughly enjoyed by Members and their families.


	 If August wasn’t busy enough for us, we took it up a 
notch in September! The month started with our long 
anticipated Labour Day festivities. Since the beginning of 
the year we have put a lot of emphasis on the importance of 
this Labour Day over others in the past, as this one saw us 
out front and leading the parade for the first time in almost 2 
decades. We knew we could put in all the effort but it would 
not have been successful unless our Members turned out; 
and boy did they ever! This was by far the biggest turn out 
we have had in several years and maybe even ever. We 
showed the labour movement we belong in the front. We 
were very proud of our strong showing of solidarity. We wish 
to thank all of the Members and their families who took the 
time to join us. We would also like to thank the staff of the 
YORK LIONS STEEL BAND and all the children whom 
played for us on the float. We couldn’t have asked for a 
better lead for us in our section of the parade. 


	 No sooner had the parade day ended, all full-time 
officers rushed home packed up and left to attend our 
annual staff conference at the W3 training facility. This took 
place from September 5th-9th 2017. The purpose of this 
gathering was to brain storm new ideas on how to grow 
union density and break bad habits in order to better serve 
our Members and the community. Leaving this conference, I 
can say with certainty we are on the right path. 


	 We kept the pace of this month going upon our 
return. After running our monthly membership meeting at its 
moved date of September 12th, it was right to preparations 

for our 5 pension seminars planned for the dates of 
September 20th-21st and November 16th. I can’t say 
enough about how informative these sessions are and how 
very lucky we are to have a representative like Brother Chris 
Hiscock willing to travel the Country and away from his 
family to ensure we have the best understanding of possibly 
the biggest decision left in our lives left to make. For that 
reason, Local Lodge 2323 would like to express our 
gratitude to Brother Hiscock for planning YYZ and YOW in 
his cross country tour. We are truly thankful and hope to see 
you again soon!


	 The Executive Board also appointed 3 new 
positions over the summer. We are thrilled to announce our 
3 newest Officers to the team. Sister Monica Torsan will 
now be the Chief Steward for our Members in the Clerical 
Department. Brother Jagdish Prajapati has become our new 
Auditor. Last but most surely not least, Sister Laila Hakimi 
will now hold the new TBH Executive Board position. We 
would like to congratulate all of our new officers and wish 
them the best of luck pursuing the goals within these new 
roles. 


	 Finally, Friday September 22nd marked our Annual 
Retiree’s party. This was my first opportunity to help run this 
event and I was so proud to be able to take part. It was 
attended by over 300 retired Members whom all left with a 
happy experience. There were plenty of prizes to be won 
and a wonderful dinner provided by our friends at the Hansa 
Haus. We would like to thank all of our sponsors who 
donated all of the great gifts. This year we were definitely 
spoiled!


	 There will a lot more events planned before the end 
of the year. We ask that you stay connected to make sure 
that you don’t miss out!  We look forward to seeing you all.       


	 On behalf of all of our staff, we would like to wish 
you a wonderful Thanksgiving holiday and hope that time 
will be spend with family and 
friends. These are the thing most to 
be thankful for.


In solidarity,


Dave Flowers

President’s Message  
Dave Flowers Phone: 905-678-0010
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	 On the last week of August we attended a Joint Air 
Transport Safety Conference (JATSC) in the Winpisinger 
Training Centre which was hosted by the IAM. It included 
IAM representatives from the airlines we belong to in the US 
and Canada. Also invited was high level management reps 
from those airlines as our guests. Kudos to District 140 H&S 
Coordinator Chris Cheung and H&S General Chairman Paul 
Lefebvre. We had, as a Canadian group, time to meet 
separately for frank discussion with AC Safety Directors 
Andrew Abbona and Joe Bajzath. AC's safety record overall 
is pretty dismal, with several incidents recently - the tragic 
death of Ian Henrey, the SFO flyover incident and major 
aircraft damage (LOT 787 and Rouge B767 wingtip 
collision), and more. The safety department of AC is to be 
overhauled, we are hoping the changes are for the positive 
and have our involvement. What Sally Crowther and myself 
discussed YYZ's situation of overwork, understaffing, 
frustration and disciplines when people 'snap' because of 
poor management decisions and operations. Common 
issues across AC's system were air quality issues, facility 
issues, and inept managers. We also had time (without 
management present) to discuss common strategies.


	 At the JATSC Conference itself, it also had very 
interesting and relevant information dealing with: Active 
shooters and violence in the workplace, fatigue (being 
awake is not enough), conflict resolution, distracted driving, 
seatbelt awareness and generational diversity. Overall it was 
great to have this information, networking and discussion 
from all of the various groups.


Here in YYZ, some issues we are dealing with....


Roadway Air Quality - we have had complaints regarding 
the air quality and cleanliness in the T1 roadway tunnel. 
Pinchin Environmental is being tasked with testing and 
GTAA is willing to co-operate in this. Ultimately, we would 
like to have fossil fuelled vehicles banned from the roadway 
- this is an end goal. We are developing strategies to rectify 
the issues in there. 
Facilities - We are finally seeing some improvements in our 
facilities, the cleaning and repairs are taking place, we must 
ensure that we keep pushing to completion.  We are told the 
ready room kitchenettes will be replaced with stainless 
steel, which will help with the mould problems.   
CEQ - Housekeeping remains a major issue, injuries 

increasing because of overfilling of blanket bags (please 
keep amounts small, do not overfill), also birds flying into 
the warehouse at Convair and depositing guano 
everywhere.


Hearing Protection - We have begun an awareness 
campaign for everyone regarding the importance of proper 
hearing protection. We see a majority of people out there, 
including management, not wearing any or the improper 
type. When airside, proper earmuffs MUST be worn. When 
in the baggage rooms, you are permitted to wear ear plugs, 
but when you exit the room onto the ramp, you must have 
your earmuffs. Silence is not necessarily golden. Also, get a 
hearing test to document any hearing loss for future claims.  


Workload - everyone everywhere is complaining of an 
overwhelming workload this summer. We are chronically 
overworked and understaffed and there is frustration that 
when you get injured you did not follow 'Pristine Training'. 
The training does definitely have value, but must take in 
account repetitive strain injuries (which bag did you get 
injured on? the last two thousand I handled). Do not injure 
yourself. If you need help ask for it. Inform your lead and 
manager of your situation and CYA.


Accidents - we have had several accidents where our 
members left the scene to finish a task. Always stay at the 
scene, report it and fill out an injury report if necessary. Also 
demand representation from your Union.


Wing-walking - After the incident involving the wingtip 
collision of LOT and Rouge, there has been an immediate 
change demanded from top management. We are type 
trialling wing walkers for aircraft arrivals on certain gates, 
with the expectation that all gates will be done in the future 
when manpower requirements are dealt with. We support 
this and hope that the company sees the wisdom of re-
instating 4 person crews - this would help with many other 
issues as well, as the crews now are task-saturated and 
pushed hard for OTP.


B777 Bulk-holds - Another issue is working on removing 
the inner bulk-hold door on the early B777's. To clip this 
door open is a perilous situation - you must stand on the 
end of the belt and use both hands over your head to 
secure the door.  We are collectively terrified that someone 
is going to fall from that height.

Health & Safety
Rob Penyk - co-chair H&S Committee 905-676-4295

continues on page 10
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	 As we all know there is a federal NDP leadership 
race ongoing. The IAMAW has taken the official position of 
supporting Jagmeet Singh for Federal NDP Leader. Guy 
Caron as number two and three and four are open. First 
round of voting ends October 1st. Second round October 
8th and final round where we will find out the new leader of 
the NDP is October 15th in Ottawa!


	 The fight for fifteen and fairness continues with big 
business and the rich pushing back very hard. Most 
noticeable is the Westin’s who own Loblaws Corporation. A 
multi-millionaire who made his money and his families 
money off the hard work of minimum wage workers, has 
come out to decry the boost in pay saying that it will lead to 
higher prices for consumers and the laying off of workers as 
his business just can’t afford to pay people that much 
money.This comes from a man who makes $3625.56 an 
hour.


	 I think he may be lying. 
We all know that business will 
use this pay raise as an excuse 
to raise prices of everything 
and blame the government and 
the minimum wage but the truth 
will come out when they all 
post record profits or record 
wages and bonuses for 
executives. It’s the same story 
over and over again. Capitalism 
is supposed to be a free market with healthy competition 
which keeps prices down and keeps anyone one business 
from creating a monopoly, but when it comes to personal 
wealth, our society does not follow these same rules. If we 
did there would be no such thing as a billionaire. This is a 
fight we need to keep pushing for.


	 On that note, just yesterday September 14th 2017, 
Scott Duvall and the NDP kicked off their end to pension 
theft campaign where he will be introducing a Bill to make 
illegal for business to enter C.C.A.A. protection and NOT pay 
retirees their heath benefits and pensions that were 
promised to them. You may not know but Scott was a 
member of USW and worked at Stelco and has seen first 
hand how companies are using this as a tactic to pay the 
top executives the bonuses and multi-million dollar wages 
while getting rid of earned pensions and benefits for the 
working class who rely on them to survive.


	 This is another campaign that we as a Union and as 
workers need to be a part of and push back on. And lastly, 
Trudeau and the Liberals are looking to privatize our airports 

still. Selling off major assets for short term gain. We are 
already seeing it with the Provincial Liberals and our hydro 
disappearing into for profit private groups and now our 
airports will be hit next. Not only is this bad for the consumer 
as prices raise and quality of products fall, but also it’s bad 
for the worker as we see the increased need for higher 
profits to appease shareholders or personal interest groups 
and thus the attacks on the workers start to become more 
fierce. Put with it the fact that government income has now 
shrunk they will look at other ways to make up that hole in 
income which usually results in us the taxpayer paying more 
taxes.


	 So not only did our taxes build the infrastructure 
they have sold off, but afterwards we pay more taxes to 
make up lost profits from selling off what we already paid for 
in taxes.

	 One of the worst ideas I've ever heard and it needs 
to be stopped! We as a local have been lobbying MP’s 

already and will continue to do 
so. If you would like to lobby 
your MP we encourage you to 
do so and if you would like to 
lobby but have never done so, 
please contact our Union office 
who can put you in touch with 
our Political Action Committee 
who can help you.


	 There is also a petition we 
need our members to sign so we can present it in the House 
of Commons before they privatize our airports! You can find 
this petition in all Shop Committee offices and with our 
Political Action Committee members. 


	 Coming in the spring of 2018, is a provincial election 
which we all need to start preparing for. The Liberals are 
vulnerable and scrambling to appease the public after years 
of screwing them over. They are hoping they have a short 
memory and we as a union need to organize, volunteer and 
campaign to make a change in this province.


	 We can have a NDP government in 2018 and 
continue the sweep across Canada that we've been seeing 
happening starting in Alberta and heading to B.C. and next 
hopefully Ontario, New Brunswick, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan.


Thank you,


Bryan Wilson

Legislative report  
Bryan Wilson -Political Action Committee

4

“A multi-millionaire who made 
his money and his family’s 
money off the hard work of 
minimum wage workers”
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Involvement in the Union 

	 Many times over we hear criticisms from our 
members that our Union is ‘weak’ or we are … “you know 
what” – that, I will leave to your imagination. The thing that 
most of these individuals seems to forget is we are ALL the 
Union - we as members, form this group collectively! 
Therefore, when we talk negatively of the day to day 
activities of “The Union” whether it is at the level of the 
Grand Lodge or our Shop Stewards; we are speaking of 
ourselves.


	 The Shop Committee would like to let everyone 
know that we are always open to new ideas.  We will always 
listen, we will take away any ‘new’ or ‘fresh ideas’ that our 
members bring forward that we feel will better the office as 
whole. We ask that members keep in mind the Shop 
Committee’s main job is to enforce and police the CBA. 
With that said, it is sometimes difficult to ‘take a position’ or 
‘make a decision’ that is not within the perimeters of our 
CBA. Further to this, we would also like to kindly remind 
members that there may be times when we are unable to 
provide answer(s) to question(s) as soon as they are asked; 
often times we need to go up the chain of command to get 
answer(s). We would also like to remind everyone that some 
‘issues’ can be brought forward during our monthly meeting. 
This is a perfect place for members to voice their concerns, 
and also a great place to get answers but - the members 
need to attend! Our Monthly meetings are held on the 
first Tuesday of every month unless otherwise specified in 
bulletins if an adjustment is needed. There is strength in 
numbers and we are more than 3000 strong. I have heard 
whispers that our attendance at the meetings has risen by 
15% … it’s not huge but it’s something – come out and help 
us make this number even higher next year! 


	 We have done many things to encourage 
membership involvement: BBQ’s, Parades, Protest, Rallies, 
community events etc… and yet, we tend to see the same 
hand full of people – where is everyone else?!? As I said 
before, strength in numbers is a key to our Union’s 
success. No Union member wants to see a Union fail; so I 
ask that instead of being negative – lets’ be positive and 
unite together - not apart. When there is infighting we 
crumble; if there is a problem bring it forward, don’t get 
caught up in rumours. If there is something you are not sure 
of -ask us, don’t be misguided by the wrong information.


	 There have been a lot of questions lately about what 
is happening with the shares that the company gave the 
Union. I will state this categorically these shares can only 
be used towards the pensions as per the agreement that 
was signed by ALL Union groups when it was given, don’t 
expect to see it coming in the form of a lump sum payout. 


	 As most of you are now aware the IAMAW is taking 
over the carry on and carry off of passengers from UNIFOR 
this is not doing wheelchairs. We take the passenger from 
the aircraft door to their seat and vice versa UNIFOR then 
takes them in the wheelchairs. Employees preforming this 
take will require training that will be provided accordingly, 
effective to take over in November. 


	 For members scheduled for LOU 29 interviews, 
please come by and see us before you attend so we can 
give you pointers and simple things; as the way you dress 
could be a fail for you. Don’t be shy, stop by. The ‘fail rate’ 
for the LOU 29 is very high which has also prompted us to 
put out a cease and desist order against the company 
hiring from of the street for vacant position in Union 
classifications. 


	 I would like to stress that to have a strong union we 
NEED TO UNITE! It is crucial that we stay involved, up to 
date and active. Come to Monthly meetings, engage co-
workers at work and DO NOT listen to rumours, and squash 
them.


	 I will leave you with the usual quote from our 
Collective Agreement.  
 
Article:  20.08.03   
 

An employee who observes an unsafe condition 
or act that he cannot personally correct, shall notify his 
supervisor or refer it to his Steward who will advise the 
supervisor. Where the employee or the Steward is not 
satisfied that the supervisor has, in a reasonable period 
of time, effectively dealt with the situation, the matter 
shall be referred to the appropriate Health and Safety 
Committee. 

In Solidarity, 


Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Evangeline Palad, Paul Kisby.

Airport & Cargo Shop Committee
 Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Evangeline Palad & Paul Kisby Phone: 905-676-2484
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Toronto Labour Day Parade 
2017

Thanks to all who attended 
and made this a successful 
and fun event!

See you next year!

Photos by Rob Piercy -Local 2323
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Toronto Labour Day Parade 
2017
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Local Lodge 2323 and the 
Labour Movement Dan Janssen -VP

	 It was busy this summer at our Local Lodge, we 
hosted our 3rd Annual Barbecue and participated in the 
Toronto Labour Day Parade. For each of these events we 
went out into the workplace to hang up posters, hand out 
flyers and speak to our members face to face. All of our 
hard work paid off as we saw another record turnout at our 
barbecue and a massive amount of Machinists join us at the 
Parade! Bringing workers together is the main principle of 
the labour movement, this is how we build strength. We are 
headed in the right direction when we look at the success of 
these last two events. 


	 The IAM and our Local Lodge have been actively 
opposing the Liberal government’s plan to privatize airports. 
Petitions have been circulating out in the workplace, and 
there is a link to the petition on the main page of our 
website if you want to add your name. So far, we have 
collected thousands of signatures, and we have a plan to 
collect more as the winter bids come around this fall.  At our 
last PAC meeting we were told that the IAM is leading this 
fight and that other unions have reached out to join us! 


	 O n S e p t e m b e r 1 5 t h , o u r L o c a l L o d g e 
Representatives joined a large group of Machinists and 
around 100 other union members and leaders in Hamilton 
for an important announcement from the NDP. MP Scott 
Duvall and NDP Leader Tom Mulcair were on hand to 
announce a private members bill that would protect workers 
pensions when companies file for bankruptcy protection  
under CCAA. The current rules walk all over workers rights, 
and allow companies to use existing rules to take away 
pension money and give it to big banks and other creditors. 
The fact that it was standing room only showed the 
importance of this announcement, all the Unions in the 
movement back this important initiative. 


	 With the ongoing Teamsters 419 strike, your IAM 
representatives on the Toronto Airport Workers’ Council 
(TAWC) have been very busy. We have been doing our best 
to support the strikers any way that we can. Two rallies 
were planned, promoted and executed successfully 
bringing together support from coworkers, community 
groups and lots of unions. The OFL attended each rally as 
well as CLC representatives. Our Local was involved in 
creating flyers, MC’ing one of the events and President 
Dave Flowers gave a passionate speech at the last rally 
about how we are all affected by this strike and why coming 

together is so important. The vibe at these rallies was 
intense and the feeling of solidarity was overwhelming!  


	 After the last rally, Teamsters 419 members 
blockaded the entrance ramps to both arrivals and 
departures at T3. The blockade lasted only a couple hours 
and brought traffic to a standstill on the 409 and areas of 
the 427 and 401. The action was effective because it 
brought some media attention to their fight, however the 
injunctions that followed will make our solidarity work much 
more difficult.  The injunctions brought on by the GTAA do 
not name TAWC, or any union group, but encompass us as 
an “enjoined party” that in effect have contributed to 
actions of this desperate group of strikers. We may no 
longer be able to hold rallies to support, hold banners, use 
bullhorns, or even whistles if we join them on the picket line 
but we will not let that stop us from supporting our co-
workers. 


	 TAWC members, including myself, will be speaking 
at the Confronting Global Capital, Strengthening Labour 
Internationalism and Transnationalism in Canada Today 
conference being held in October at McMaster University.  
We have a panel that will speak about airport worker 
solidarity that will run Oct. 14th. We will talk about the Fight 
for $15 and Fairness, about bringing in a $3 UP express 
pass for Airport and our support for our co-workers during 
this ongoing strike. I am excited speak about the great work 
our Local has been doing within YYZ’s labour movement 
over the last few years.  


	 The International Transport Workers Federation (ITF) 
has invited me to share my experience working on TAWC 
with airport workers at the Manchester airport. That will take 
place at the end of November. The ITF has been interested 
in our model of cross-union work in the airport sector and 
want to replicate it around the world. This is an opportunity 
to share our knowledge and spread the word that when 
unions come together they have strength. I am honoured to 
be invited as a TAWC representative and as an active 
representative of our Local and the Machinists. A motion 
has been put forward and will be voted on at our next 
membership meeting. 


continues on page 10
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Brothers and Sisters,


	 First off, I hope everyone had an enjoyable summer. 
The weather was not exactly favourable, unless you’re a 
waterfowl but unfortunately, we must take what Mother 
Nature provides for us. I had composed a summer edition of 
this article, but due to a technical error on my part, the 
deadline for submission had passed and was unable to 
reach publication.  I do apologize for this and will touch upon 
some of the issues preceding to this date.


	 Not exactly an issue per say, but an announcement 
to which I’m sure you’re all aware is the resurgence of Cabin 
Maintenance. Hot on the heels of excellence 5.0, this 
endeavour furthers the commitment from this airline to its 
product. For the Category 13`s (interior technicians) it means 
a great deal more. Having entered into discussions with local 
management and as such have commitments made of 
resources in the form of parts, training, and most importantly 
“manpower”. The numbers are currently being determined, 
but I can safely say that this pledge rivals that of my junior 
years upon entry in this industry. Its an exciting time for the 
13`s, now a very lucky number in my book!


	 An issue that did crop up late this spring was the 
Vacation Reconciliation. There were numerous complaints 
that filtered through this office in relation to this subject 
matter coupled with frustration and confusion. Truth is that 
this is not isolated to a specific group, some are unique to 
the individual, but nonetheless you may forward the 
information to your appropriate administrative coordinator to 
H.R. for evaluation.


	 In Maintenance, the fall season is synonymous with 
vacation bidding and now since the development of the 
4/5/5 shift roster, we wanted feedback from the membership 
as to which process was preferred for selecting start times 
and work location. It was decided to query through an on-
line survey that indicated the choice between open shift bid 
and transfer meeting/process (annually).  The results were 
overwhelmingly in favour for the bid. Shorty after we entered 
into discussions with the company regarding the new matrix. 
The forecast changes seemed to be minimal with minor 
alterations of start times, implementation of relief crews for 
training/vacation coverage, and additional shifts to 
accommodate the arrival of new aircraft technicians. We 
understand this process can be  contentious and suffice to 

say frustrating, so if you have any concerns you wish to 
discuss, please drop by the office.


	 In Logistics and Supply there has been a change 
worthy of explanation. Due to the influx of new manpower, 
management has altered its probationary evaluation 
process. Instead of a final decision being rendered at the 
end of this period, there will be multiple assessments 
gearing up towards a final decision. This in a nutshell, this 
will allow the member and the company to provide 
continuous feedback of progression, as well as discussing 
potential problems that may arise and implementing 
corrective actions (relevant to both parties) as required. This 
is not considered to be disciplinary or punitive in nature but 
constructive, so that the individual can have a better 
understanding of both parties’ expectations. Earlier in the 
year, we filed a grievance to have Senior Leads established 
in lieu of the removal of the duty managers from the night 
shifts. This case has now been reserved for arbitration, and 
based upon the evidence presented, we are hopeful for a 
positive outcome.


	 In this last section, I would like to touch on some 
unpleasantness that affected our group as a whole. There 
have been a number of disciplines issued including Step V's 
pending discharge. Without going into specifics obviously to 
respect the anonymity of the affected members, we would 
ask that would take into consideration the following 
suggestions for incorporation into your daily work routine.


	 Please fol low SOP's, no matter what the 
circumstance. We would rather defend a time constraint than 
progressive discipline due to potential disregard of safety 
protocols. When navigating equipment around aircraft, 
please exercise extreme caution. For groups in equipment 
repair or overhaul, avoid deviating from standard practices 
but if asked, document all changes with verification (if 
possible) from Team Leaders. For probationary employees, 
be conscious of your time and attendance including and not 
limited to start and stop times, breaks, and sick time. 


The company is presently reviewing pattern absenteeism, 
BE AWARE!


 Tech Ops Logistics & Supply Shop Committee

James Oprea, Joe Veltri Phone: 905-676–2243

continued on page 10
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	 Please take in consideration the rights and feelings 
of fellow employees, conduct yourselves accordingly in a 
professional courteous manner.  In cases that can be 
categorized as Workplace Harassment, the guideline can be 
accessed through the Aeronet portal.  The policy statement 
is specific with explanations of terminology as well as 
providing direction towards the complaint process if 
necessary. 

	 

	 In conclusion, I would like to leave you with a final 
thought. Over time it has been made clear by some of the 
members asking an age old industry question, “What has 
the Union ever done for me?”, or “What do I pay dues for?  
In all fairness, these can be construed as having value or 
merit since it is an expression of concern or frustration from 

the workplace.  Having given this some thought, (since my 
term in this office) the response is: “The Union is like the 
ozone layer, you know it's there performing its duties 
absorbing potential harm from reaching unsuspecting 
individuals”. Yes, I know what you’re thinking “you never see 
us either” but just remember whether invisible or not, we are 
always here in the background working expeditiously to 
better serve YOU the member. 


Solidarity forever and always, 

Joey V, and James O.                     C/O, Dave F.

The Shop Committee                     The District       

 Tech Ops cont’d

continued from page 9

	 We are also type trialing a belt loader that has 
railings on either side and a walkway up to prevent falls.  
This type of belt should be used for all of our wide-body 
fleet.


	 On a final note, while in our Centre in Maryland, we 
have a memorial area for our members who were killed on 
the job.  It is a serene place by the water accessible by a 
small bridge.  There is a small lighthouse surrounded by 
bricks that have the names inscribed of those who lost their 

lives while making a living for themselves and their families.  
Sadly it has grown in size.  I saw Ian's stone there and it was 
very emotionally powerful as I remembered meeting him.  
Now gone.  

This is very humbling and a grim reminder why we have to 
fight so hard for the living.


In Solidarity, 

Rob Penyk


Health & Safety cont’d

continued from page 3

	 I am proud of the work our Local has been doing 
within the labour movement. 

	 Please put your name forward for the Steward 
elections upcoming in all departments. This is a perfect way 
for everyone to get involved.  When we all come together we 
will continue to push forward no matter what struggles are in 
our way. 


In solidarity, 


Dan Janssen. 

IAMAW Local Lodge 2323


Local Lodge 2323 and the 
Labour Movement cont’d

continued from page 8
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Local 2323  
Executive Board

Dave Flowers 
-President


Dan Janssen 
-Vice President


John Smiley 
-Secretary Treasurer


Sal Amin 
-Recording Secretary 

Wayne Burey 
-Trustee


Paul Hicks 
-Trustee


Frank Angilletta 
-Conductor Sentinel


Glenn Milmine 
-Trustee & Ottawa  

Board Member


Dan Adams 
Maintenance


Xavier Dias 
Maintenance


Linda Mastromattei 
Clerical  

Laila Hakimi

TBH


———————

Rob Piercy 

-Communicator 

John Hill 
-Educator

Retirements

Ronald Alegrid  
LCSCA -YYZ

Michael Hoegl  
Licensed Aircraft Technician -YYZ

Dalbir Aulakh 
CSA - Cargo-YYZ

Valentine Johnpulle 
CAT 38 -YYZ

Robert Bechard 
CSA - Cargo-YYZ

Emil Lotfy 
Stockkeeper -YYZ

Wing Yiu Chan 
Licensed Aircraft Technician -YYZ

William Magill 
PT/ Station Attendant

Chong Seng Choi  
Aircraft Technician -YYZ

John Marmelo 
CAT 38 -YYZ

George Defend 
Station Attendant -YYZ

Ransford McLean 
Licensed Aircraft Technician -YYZ

Edward Glowacki 
Licensed Aircraft Technician -YYZ

Stan Woynillowicz 
Licensed Aircraft Technician -YYZ

Local Lodge 2323 would like to thank the following members for their valued service and wish them a safe 
and enjoyable retirement!

October 3, 2017 
-Monthly 
Membership 
Meeting 19:00 hrs.

Union Hall -2580 
Drew Road


October 16, 2017 
-Retiree’s Get 
Together 
Union Hall -2580 
Drew Road

1:00 pm


November 7, 2017 
-Monthly 
Membership 
Meeting 19:00 hrs.


Union Hall -2580 
Drew Road


November 16, 2017 
-Ottawa Pension 
Seminar

17:00 hrs. Days Inn

MacDonald Room

366 Hunt Club 
Road, Ottawa ON


November 17, 2017 
-Ottawa 
Membership 
Meetings -Days Inn 
MacDonald Room

366 Hunt Club 
Road, Ottawa ON


1st Session 
10am-12:00

2nd Session  
2pm- 4pm


November 20, 2017 
-Retiree’s Get 
Together

1:00 pm


December 5, 2017 
-Monthly 
Membership 
Meeting 19:00 hrs.

Union Hall -2580 
Drew Road


Upcoming Events:
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social media:

Airport & Cargo 
Operations 

Phone: 905-676-2484 

Cargo Sub-
Office 

Phone: 905-694-5322 

Tech Ops  
Logistics & 

Supply 
Phone: 905-676-2243 

 
Ottawa Shop 

Committee 
Phone: 613-523-4709 

Shop 
Committee 
Numbers

12

ContactIn Memoriam
We would like to offer our 

sincere condolences

to the family and friends of the 
following members who have 

passed away.

Paul Baumgardt 
Lead CAT 14 Mechanic 

-YYZ


Pat Devine 
Retired Station Attendant


-YYZ


 Norm D Harris 
Retired -LCSCA


-YYZ


Ricardo Kovacs 
Retired Station Attendant


-YYZ


Robert “Bob” J McDonald 
Lead Station Attendant


  
Tony Mellalieu 

CAT 15 Tire Shop

-YYZ


Andrew Moffat 
-YVR


Mary Muir 
Retired CSCA


-YYZ


John Oliver 
Retired S/A -Cargo


-YYZ


James “Jimmy” Spradbrow 
Retired Station Attendant


-YYZ


William “Bill” Sweeney 
Retired Station Attendant


-YYZ


Max Woodhouse 
Retired CAT 1 Mechanic


-YYZ

IOS or Google Play

http://www.iamaw2323.ca
http://www.iamaw2323.ca

